DUTCH JAKE’S PARK - CPTED RECOMMENDATIONS

**Legend**

- Yellow: Existing shrubs to be removed.
- Red: Shelter to be removed.
- Light blue: Existing light, unless otherwise noted.

**Tree Legend:**

- T-1: Blue spruce. Remove.
- T-2: Blue spruce. Remove.
- T-3: Douglas fir tree is an iconic tree and visible on Broadway from the west. Some small branches to be cut to increase light under tree. Remain.
- T-5: Bradford pear tree. Remove.
- T-7: Pine. Remain.
- T-8: Pine. Remain.
- T-10: Douglas fir. Parks to investigate potential to complete crown pruning. Remain.
- T-14: Maple. Remove.
- T-16: Honey locust. Remain.
- T-17: Honey locust. Remain.
- T-20: Blue spruce. Remove.

**Existing Conditions**

- View from Broadway looking south.
- View from NW corner looking southwest.
- View from NE corner looking southwest.
- View from west side of park looking south.